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INTERNATIONAL 
 

 The closely watched New York Fed’s Empire State Manufacturing index, measuring 

manufacturing activity in the New York area, increased at its fastest pace in 9 months. 
The index was up from 8.2 in December to 13.5 in January, well above the 11.3 
consensus forecast. The sub-index measuring expected conditions 6 months ahead, 
increased sharply to 54.9, above the neutral 50.0 level and its highest in a year. The 
report corroborates a steady improvement in factory surveys over the past 2 months 
and is regarded as a reliable lead indicator of the national Institute for Supply 

Management manufacturing survey due out in 2 weeks time.  
 The Mortgage Bankers Association’s seasonally adjusted index of mortgage application 

activity increased in the past week by a dramatic 23.1%. The index combines 
refinancing applications which increased 26.4% and loan requests for home purchases, 
which increased 10.3%. Fixed 30-year mortgages averaged 4.06% down 5 basis 
points over the week, from 4.11%. The decline is attributed largely to the Federal 
Reserve’s “operation twist”, exchanging $400 billion of its shorter-dated Treasury 

bonds for longer-dated bonds to which mortgage rates are closely correlated, intended 
to stabilize the residential property market.  

 US initial jobless benefit claims fell in the past week to their lowest in almost 4 years, 
from 402,000 to 352,000 significantly below the 384,000 consensus forecast. The 
steep drop may be partly attributed to heightened data volatility during the festive 
season. Nonetheless the less volatile 4-week moving average also moved lower from 
382,500 to 379,000 well within the 400,000 level traditionally associated with 

sustainable employment growth.  
 China’s economy grew at an annualized rate of 8.9% in the 4th quarter last year, 

exceeding the 8.7% consensus forecast, and above the 7.8% level expected by 
pessimistic economists forecasting a hard landing. The growth rate is nonetheless the 
slowest in 10 quarters and should pave the way for monetary easing. The data helped 
the Shanghai Composite index increase 4.2%, its biggest daily increase since October 

2009. The gain is attributed to the winning combination of respectable growth 
together with the likelihood of increased monetary easing and fiscal spending.  

 China’s tax revenue increased in 2011 by 24.8% to a record 10.37 trillion yuan ($1.64 
billion equivalent) significantly above the official 8% forecast, while the year’s fiscal 
deficit of 519 billion yuan was well below the 900 billion predicted at the budget in 
March. The figures indicate a budget deficit to GDP of just 1.1%, extremely low by 
international standards, with capacity for significant fiscal stimulus if required. The 

country’s fiscal health further reduces the probability of an economic hard landing. 
 The Conference Board leading index for China measuring business conditions 3 months 

ahead, increased 0.7% in December, an improvement from gains of 0.5% in 
November and 0.4% in October. The data suggests the current slowdown in economic 
growth will be tempered by the government’s shift from monetary tightening to a 
gradual easing in policy.  

 Japan’s coincident composite index measuring current business conditions fell from 

91.4 in October to 90.3 in November, the 1st fall in 2 months. However, the more 
significant leading composite index, which measures conditions 3 months ahead, 

increased from 92.0 to 93.2 its 1st increase in 4 months.   
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 Japan’s department store sales increased in December by 0.8% on the year, its 1st 
increase in 6 months helped by strong demand for winter clothing and luxury goods. 
Sales in 2011 fell 2.0% on the year, a deceleration from falls of 3.1% in 2010 and 
10.1% in 2009. The positive trend is especially encouraging in the context of last 
year’s natural disasters and their impact on retail sales. Japan’s consumer confidence 
index increased in December for the 1st time in 3 months rising to 38.9 from 38.1 in 

November, attributed to improving labour market conditions.  

 Japan’s core private sector machinery orders surged in November by 14.8% on the 
month, far exceeding the 6.0% consensus forecast and marking the biggest increase 
since January 2008. The surge is attributed to a catch-up with the loss of production 
following Thailand’s floods but is nonetheless encouraging as the year-on-year 
increase was also robust at 12.5%. The data is regarded as a reliable leading indicator 
of corporate capital investment.  

 Unfazed by Standard & Poor’s credit rating downgrades of 9 eurozone nations 
including France from “AAA” to “AA” and Spain from “AA-“ to “A” last week, France 
successfully auctioned 9.46 billion euro worth of bonds and Spain a total of 6.6 billion 
on Thursday, exceeding their intended targets and at tighter than expected yields. The 
result helped boost the euro to a 2-week high against the dollar nudging the $1.30 
level and eurozone bank shares by an impressive 7.6%. The recovery in sentiment 
may reverse however if negotiations between Greece and private creditors disappoint. 

 The EU and IMF have warned that new bailout funds for Greece will be withheld if no 
voluntary write-down is agreed between Greece and the Institute of International 
Finance, representing international private creditors. A stumbling block in negotiations 
is not the 50% write-down on the March 2012 bond, the next big one to mature, but 
the low coupon being proposed on the new, lower yielding bonds it is to be swapped 
into.  

 The IMF is requesting $600 billion of additional funds to assist countries exposed to 

the eurozone debt crisis, while recommending the ECB boost liquidity to prevent the 
crisis from deepening. At the same time the IMF reduced its global economic growth 
forecast for 2012 from 4.0% last September to 3.3%. It reports that “the global 
recovery is threatened by growing tensions in the euro area”, forecasting Italy’s 
economy will contract 2.2% and Spain’s by 1.7% due to fiscal austerity and reduced 
bank lending. The eurozone as a whole is expected to contract 0.5% down from its 

earlier forecast of 1.1% growth.  
 Klaus Regling, head of the European Financial Stability Fund (EFSF) is confident the 

current 440 billion euro bailout facility can be quadrupled despite its recent credit 
rating downgrade by Standard & Poor’s, based on talks with market participants who 
are “willing and able to contribute significant amounts.” With about 250 billion euro 
still to be committed, leveraging the find by a factor of 4 would provide an additional 1 
trillion euro to help fight the debt crisis. The EFSF announced in November that it 

would start bond-buying and guarantee programs early in 2012.    
 UK consumer price inflation (CPI) fell sharply from 4.8% in November to 4.2% in 

December, supporting the Bank of England’s (BOE) view that the spike in 2011 would 
only be temporary. The BOE forecasts CPI will fall steeply in coming months from 
4.7% in the 4th quarter 2011 to 3.4% in the 1st quarter 2012, providing the central 
bank with greater maneuverability to further increase its quantitative easing program.  
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SA ECONOMY 
 

 Retail sales increased in November by 6.8% on the year, below the 7.90% consensus 
forecast and October’s 7.5% increase. The hardware, paint and glass component 
increased the fastest by 17.6% followed by the household furniture, appliances and 
equipment component with an increase of 10.4%.  

 Consumer price inflation (CPI) remained at its November level in December at 6.1% 

year-on-year comfortably below the 6.3% consensus forecast. Food prices were the 
main contributor rising 0.5% on the month which together with utilities accounted for 
around half the month on month increase in CPI. Core inflation, excluding food and 
energy prices, increased 3.9% on the year marginally ahead of November’s 3.8%. 

 As expected the SA Reserve Bank kept the benchmark repo rate unchanged at 5.5% in 
spite of CPI exceeding its 3-6% target range. With core inflation well anchored it is 

unlikely to increase rates for the foreseeable future especially in the context of 
subdued global and local economic growth.  

 The Kagiso Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) for manufacturing fell from 51.6 in 
November to 49.4 in December, below the neutral 50 level which demarcates 
expansion from contraction. The decline was widespread with all 5 PMI sub categories 
easing during the month although “new sales orders” suffered the biggest decline from 
51.2 to 48.3. Encouragingly however the “expected business conditions”, which is not 

included in the headline figure, jumped sharply from 55.0 to 61.3.    
 
 
KEY MARKET INDICATORS 
 
   YEAR TO DATE %  
 

JSE All Share  +5.00 
JSE Fini 15  +6.39 
JSE Indi 25  +2.20 
JSE Resi 20  +8.31 
R/USD   +2.05 
S&P 500  +4.52 

Nikkei   +2.18 
Hang Seng  +8.18 

FTSE 100  +3.03 
DAX   +8.78 
CAC 40   +5.35 
MSCI World  +4.26 
 

 
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
 

 The US dollar strengthened sharply against the euro after breaking the key $1.32 
level. However, its move to $1.27 is likely to mark its peak over the medium-term 
with divergence in key momentum indicators indicating a recovery in the euro and 
corresponding weakness in the US dollar.  

 The rand has breached the key R/$8.00 level maintaining the current weakening trend 
and R/$8.75 medium-term target.  

 US Treasury and UK Gilt yields are near to all-time lows and remain in bull trends. 
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 SA gilt yields have fallen steeply. The shorter dated R157 has broken below its 7% 
target suggesting a new trading range of between 6.5-7% over the medium term. 

 US and global equity markets have enjoyed a powerful rally since the start of the year, 
continuing the positive trend initiated in late November. The outlook remains positive 
for most markets, with the 50-day moving average in many markets breaking up 
above the 200-day moving average. Moreover equity markets are exhibiting major 

inverted head-and-shoulders patterns which may precede a sharp bounce from current 

levels and restore the medium-term bull trend.  
 The Coppock Curve is a long-term momentum indicator with an excellent track record 

in identifying major market bottoms. It shows that the March 2009 low was a long-
term low unlikely to be broken. 

 The Brent crude oil price has convincingly held above key support at $108 which 
restores its long-term bull trend.  

 Copper is trying to regain its key support levels defining the recent bull trend. The 
copper price is traditionally a reliable barometer of global economic growth.  

 Gold needs to regain the key $1750 before scaling the next medium-term target of 
$2000. The risk of a dramatic sell-off is rising following 11 straight years of price 
gains. 

 The All Share index has broken to a new all-time record high above 33,550 thereby 
restoring the bull trend. After a prolonged period of under-performance Financials are 

likely to outperform Industrials which in turn are expected to outperform Resources. 
Small cap stocks still offer good value relative to the All Share and likely to continue 
their outperformance in 2012. In 2011 the Alt-X index of small cap stocks increased 
42.6% compared with less than a 0.4% loss for the JSE All Share index. 

 
 
BOTTOM LINE 

 
 The performance of equity markets in January tends to provide a useful guide for 

performance over the rest of the year. The January barometer states that “as the S&P 
500 goes in January, so goes the year”. Since 1950, this indicator has had a reported 
88.5% accuracy ratio. The S&P 500 index is at its highest since August last year, 
already up 4.5% so far this January and looks set to finish the month in positive 

territory, helped by improved economic data, positive developments in the eurozone, 
and optimism that China will avoid an economic “hard landing”. The S&P financial 

index has been at the vanguard, rising 8.1% so far this year, which is encouraging 
given that the banking system currently poses the greatest risk to global financial 
markets.   
 

 


